TRANSPORTATION.

Students need to be in San Sebastian (arriving to *Bilbao airport) on the 14th of May and will be taken to their accommodation by bus.

The students will be taken by bus to Pamplona on the 26th of May and back to *Bilbao airport on the 16th or 17th of June (to be confirmed)

*Airport to be confirmed

HOUSING: & MEALS

SAN SEBASTIAN:

Students will be accommodated in Olarain, a 15 minute walk to Tecnun and 300 meters from the beach. For Bed & Breakfast, from the 14th of May to the 26th of May the total cost is:

Double Twin Beds: €450.56 per person

Welcome and farewell lunches are included as well and lunch and coffee at the University canteen every weekday in San Sebastian.

PAMPLONA:

Students will be accommodated in Camplus, from Friday the 26th of May to Saturday the 17th of June.

PERSONAL COSTS: Students are responsible for their own evening meals and any extra excursions, activities or personal shopping.

PROGRAM SUPPORT STAFF:

Carol Cullinane mailto:ccullinane@tecnun.es (San Sebastian program coordination)

Javier Marin mailto:javiermarin@olarain.com (San Sebastian housing)

Ares de Miguel mailto:amiquel@unav.es (Pamplona program coordination)

Silvia Gurbindo mailto:silvia.gurbindo@camplus.es (Pamplona housing)

COST €4,950

TOTAL COST DOES NOT INCLUDE FLIGHTS, HOUSING IN SAN SEBASTIAN OR INSURANCE